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Abstract
The huge amount of information shared in Twitter during disaster events are utilized by government
agencies and humanitarian organizations to ensure quick crisis response and provide situational updates.
However, the huge number of tweets postedmakesmanual identi�cation of the relevant tweets impossible.
To address the information overload, there is a need to automatically generate summary of all the tweets
which can highlight the important aspects of the disaster. In this paper, we propose an entropy and
diversity based summarizer, termed as EnDSUM, speci�cally for disaster tweet summarization. Our
comprehensive analysis on 6 datasets indicates the e�ectiveness of EnDSUM and additionally, highlights
the scope of improvement of EnDSUM.
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1. Introduction

Social media platforms, like Twitter, are highly important mediums of information during
disasters. For example, humanitarian organizations and government agencies rely on Twitter
to identify relevant information on di�erent categories, such as a�ected population, urgent
need of resources, infrastructure damage, etc [1]. However, the huge number of tweets posted
and the high vocabulary diversity [2, 3] makes it challenging to manually �nd the relevant
information [4, 5]. In order to address this issue, several research works [6, 7] have proposed
speci�c tweet summarization approaches for disaster events.

Existing disaster tweet summarization approaches could be segregated into content based [6],
graph based [7], deep learning based [8], and ontology based [9] approaches on the basis of the
mechanism they follow. While content based approaches [6, 10] rely only on the importance of
the words present in a tweet to determine its selection to the summary, deep learning based
approaches [8] consider both content and contextual importance of the tweet. However, none
of these approaches consider the vocabulary diversity and therefore, fails to always ensure
diversity in summary and coverage of all the important categories present in the tweets. In order
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to address these, graph based approaches [7, 11] initially group similar tweets together such
that each group represents a category by community detection algorithms, thereby handling
the vocabulary diversity followed by selecting representative tweets from each group to create
the summary to ensure coverage. However, automatic community detection algorithms fails
to automatically segregate the tweets into di�erent categories due to the vocabulary overlap
among tweets of di�erent categories. Therefore, Garg et al. [9] initially identify the category
of each tweet by an ontology based approach and then, select tweets from each category
to generate the summary. However, none of these approaches try to handle the vocabulary
diversity simultaneously while selecting the tweets into the summary. For example, these
existing approaches are dependent on identifying the categories initially which lead to bad
summaries, such as reduced diversity in summary, if the categories are not identi�ed correctly.
In order to resolve this, we propose EnDSUM, an entropy and diversity based disaster sum-

marizer where we automatically select that tweet into summary which provides the best
information coverage of all the tweets, i.e., entropy and most novel information, i.e., diversity.
Therefore, EnDSUM can generate the summary automatically without explicitly identifying
the category of a tweet. Although there are few single and multiple document summarization
approaches [12, 13, 14, 15, 16] that have highlighted the relevance of entropy based selection of
sentences into summary, those approaches are not directly applicable to disaster tweets. The
reason being the informal structure of tweets, absence of storyline in tweets and the high vocabu-
lary diversity in user generated tweets. Our evaluation of EnDSUM with existing state-of-the-art
disaster tweet summarization approaches on 6 di�erent disasters shows its high e�ectiveness
on 5 datasets. However, we observe that the performance of EnDSUM degrades when there
is considerable vocabulary overlap among the tweets which belong to di�erent categories of
the same disaster event. The reason being we consider only content based information for
calculation of entropy and diversity. The organization of the paper is as follows. We discuss
problem de�nition and proposed approach in Section 2 followed by the experiment details in
Section 3 and conclusions in Section 4.

2. Proposed Approach

Given a disaster event, E, that consists of m tweets, T = {T1, T2, ..., Tm}, we aim to prepare
a summary, S, by selecting l tweets from T such that it provides the maximum information
coverage from T with minimum redundant information in the �nal summary. Therefore, we
propose EnDSUM where we iteratively select the tweet that can ensure maximum entropy of all
the tweets and maximum diversity in summary. While selection of the tweet with maximum
entropy ensures information coverage of a category, selection of the tweet with the maximum
diversity ensures not multiple tweets from the same category are selected [17, 18]. Although
[17, 18] ensure maximization of diversity in summary, they propose network strati�cation
based approaches which require explicit grouping of similar tweets together by community
detection to ensure maximum diversity. [17, 18] are tweet summarization approaches related
to news events which are not directly applicable to disaster events as community detection
algorithms fail to group similar tweets in a disaster automatically [9]. Therefore, in EnDSUM,
we propose an entropy and diversity based selection mechanism speci�c for tweets related to
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disaster events that does not require identi�cation of similar groups and ensure better summary
quality. Therefore, at every iteration, we select the tweet (T ⇤), which has the maximum score
by Equation 1.

T
⇤ = argmax

X

Ti2(T�S0 )

(↵ ⇤ E(Ti,K) + � ⇤D(Ti, S
0
)) (1)

where, E(Ti,K) represents the entropy of Ti and K is the list of similar tweets of Ti, where
a tweet is said to be similar to Ti if the content based cosine similarity, i.e. Pij between them is
higher than 0 (as shown in [19]) and Pij is the normalized number of overlapping between Ti

and Tj normalized by the total number of overlapping keywords of Ti with any tweet. D(Ti, S
0
)

represents the information diversity provided by Ti with respect to the already selected tweets in
summary, S0 . ↵ and � are the tunable parameters which represent the importance of E(Ti,K)
and D(Ti, S

0
) respectively. We consider ↵ and � as 0.5 to provide equal importance to both

entropy and diversity. Although there are several available mechanisms to calculate E(Ti), we
rely on Karci Entropy [19] for EnDSUM. Karci Entropy can resolve the inherent vocabulary
diversity in disaster tweets as it calculates the entropy of a tweet, E(Ti,K), by considering the
similarity of Ti with the other tweets as shown in Equation 2.

E(Ti,K) =

|K|X

j=1

|� P
�
ij logPij |, 0 < � (2)

where, � represents the importance of similarity. We consider � as 0.5 as highlighted by Hark
et al. [19]. Hark et al. [19] discuss while a lower value of � mostly considers the impact of the
local e�ect of the keywords, a higher value considers the impact of the global e�ect. Furthermore,
they observe that the Rouge-N score was maximum for the � value of 0.5 irrespective of the
summary length which we directly consider as the � value in EnDSUM. As a future direction of
EnDSUM, we intend to exhaustively experiment and develop Karci Entropy such that it is most
suitable for tweets related to disaster summarization. We calculateD(Ti, S

0
) as (1-Sim(Ti, S

0
))

where Sim(Ti, S
0
) represents the overlap in keywords between Ti and S

0 by

Sim(Ti, S
0
) =

X

k2S0

Overlap(Ti, Tk)

Length(Ti)
(3)

where, Length(Ti) is the number of keywords of Ti. We follow Khan et al. [20] to identify
the keywords of Ti as the nouns, verbs, adjectives present in Ti and similarly, for S0 , we consider
the distinct set of nouns, verbs, adjectives present in all the tweets of S0 . Therefore, a lower
Sim(Ti, S

0
) ensures Ti has minimum redundant content information with respect to already

generated summary, S0 , and a higher E(Ti) ensures Ti has higher information coverage of the
category.
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3. Experiments and Results

In this Section, we provide details of the experiment and results. For the datasets, we consider
Los Angeles International Airport Shooting 1 (D1) provided by Olteanu et al. [21], Hurricane
Matthew 2 (D2), Puebla Mexico Earthquake 3 (D3), Pakistan Earthquake 4 (D4) and Midwestern
U.S. Floods 5 (D5) provided by Alam et al. [22] and Sandy Hook Elementary School Shooting 6

(D6) provided by Dutta et al. [7]. We perform lemmatization, convert to lower case and remove
of Twitter speci�c keywords [23] and retweets as pre-processing. We consider the ground truth
summary provided by Garg et al. [9] for D1-D5 and by Dutta et al. [7] for D6. We compare
EnDSUM with content based [24] (B1), graph based [7] (B2), sub-event based [25] (B3) and
ontology based [9] (B4) disaster summarization approaches.
Results and Discussion : We evaluate the performance of EnDSUM and the existing research

with the ground truth summary using ROUGE-N [26] F1-score score when N=1, 2, and L. Our
observations from Table 1 indicate that EnDSUM ensures better ROUGE-N F1-score over all
baselines forD2-D6. The improvement is highest over B1 baseline and lowest over B4 baseline.
EnDSUM performs worse thanB4 for Rouge-N scores and worse thanB1 for Rouge-2 and Rouge-
L scores onD1. Therefore, although EnDSUM has highly e�ective performance inmost scenarios,
it sometimes fails to resolve the vocabulary overlap across di�erent categories in a disaster,
as seen for D1. Therefore, to resolve this, we are working towards making EnDSUM resilient
irrespective of the vocabulary diversity by considering semantic and contextual similarity along
with the already considered content similarity for entropy and diversity calculation.

Table 1
F1-score of ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L score of EnDSUM and baselines on 6 datasets is shown.
Dataset Approaches ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L Dataset Approaches ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L

F1-score F1-score F1-score F1-score F1-score F1-score
EnDSUM 0.55 0.21 0.27 EnDSUM 0.51 0.16 0.24

B1 0.49 0.22 0.29 B1 0.20 0.04 0.20
D1 B2 0.48 0.18 0.25 D4 B2 0.47 0.14 0.21

B3 0.52 0.21 0.23 B3 0.45 0.11 0.21
B4 0.56 0.23 0.29 B4 0.50 0.15 0.23

EnDSUM 0.52 0.17 0.24 EnDSUM 0.52 0.13 0.24
B1 0.48 0.13 0.22 B1 0.19 0.04 0.18

D2 B2 0.47 0.14 0.22 D5 B2 0.48 0.10 0.20
B3 0.44 0.12 0.22 B3 0.50 0.12 0.22
B4 0.49 0.15 0.23 B4 0.51 0.13 0.22

EnDSUM 0.52 0.14 0.26 EnDSUM 0.55 0.27 0.44
B1 0.45 0.13 0.23 B1 0.53 0.26 0.33

D3 B2 0.46 0.14 0.24 D6 B2 0.52 0.22 0.29
B3 0.44 0.14 0.23 B3 0.48 0.20 0.27
B4 0.48 0.16 0.25 B4 0.51 0.20 0.29

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2013_Los_Angeles_International_Airport_shooting
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hurricane_Matthew
3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2017_Puebla_earthquake
4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2019_Kashmir_earthquake
5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2019_Midwestern_U.S._�oods
6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sandy_Hook_Elementary_School_shooting
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4. Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, we propose a novel entropy and diversity based tweet summarizer, EnDSUM for
disaster events. Our experimental analysis on 6 disaster datasets indicates both the e�ectiveness
of EnDSUM and its scope of improvement. For example, to handle the the high vocabulary
overlap among categories, we are working to both include semantic and contextual similarity
while calculating entropy and diversity in EnDSUM. Furthermore, while most summarization
algorithms generate a prede�ned length summary, we intend to extend EnDSUM such that it
provides complete information coverage of the disaster event, while maintaining diversity auto-
matically without prede�ned summary length. Currently, EnDSUM selects the most informative
tweet into the summary at each iteration. As a future direction, we intend to modify EnDSUM
such that it can select the best subset of tweets simultaneously as the summary.
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